Dear IJONTE Readers,

IJONTE appears on your screen now as Volume 2, Number: 2. in these issue served 11 articles and 17 authors from 7 different countries are placed as Czech Republic, India, Iran, Nigeria, Turkey, USA and Yemen.

As we mentioned at the beginning publishing of IJONTE is planning to extend its readership by reaching every part of the world. It will focus on different regions by allocating much more space to contributors from the regions of North Africa (such as Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Egypt), the Middle East (such as Israel, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan and India), the Baltic Countries (as Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia) and Eastern European Countries (such as Poland, Romania, Hungary and Greece and Bulgaria). This strategy will be realized in the ways listed below;

By sharing experiences on effective use of education in both formal and non-formal education fields.

By providing communication amongst educators, education experts and by providing opportunities to share new strategies and ideas about at all aspect of education.

The Mission Statement of IJONTE is: “Never Too Late, And Read IJONTE Now and Please Inform Your Colleagues in soonest”

Values of the IJONTE Along with the Mission Statement it is important to list those values which the IJONTE holds as important philosophy of Online Journal publishing for Turkish Education life.

Such values are held in high esteem by all who practice them; and to violate them is violate the very foundation of the TOJDE and its Mission.

Reader Needs This value is placed at the head of the list when it comes to emphasizing what is important to the IJONTE. We will not forget who we serve.

Quality Articles The IJONTE will, at all times, strive to provide not just an adequate quality articles to readers, but one that strives to surpass the readers’ expectations.

Quality Journal Staff The IJONTE will always value and prize those editors, reviewers and staff who have shown a willingness to provide the Quality publishing through their various levels of expertise.

Community Share Service The IJONTE must strive to show to the community its commitment by sharing to its overall betterment. By adhering to the previous three values, meeting this fourth value becomes a matter of record. In bringing quality post-secondary to the community this value is strategically met.

The IJONTE does not responsible from the grammatical structure of the articles. This responsibility belongs to the author(s).

IJONTE is crowning day by day with your valuable support, qualitative studies and your warm approaches...

Cordially
Prof. Dr. Zeki KAYA & Prof. Dr. Ugur DEMIRAY